Cyber attacks are increasingly menacing businesses. Based on the literature review and publicly available reports, this article conducts an extensive and consistent survey of the services used by the cybercrime business, organized using the value chain perspective, to understand cyber attack in a systematic way. Understanding the specialization, commercialization, and cooperation for cyber attacks helps us to identify 24 key value-added activities and their relations. These can be offered "as a service" for use in a cyber attack. This framework helps to understand the cybercriminal service ecosystem and hacking innovations. Finally, a few examples are provided showing how this framework can help to build a more cyber immune system, like targeting cybercrime control-points and assigning defense responsibilities to encourage collaboration.
will be" [110] . Fighting an impending cyber attack has become an important issue for companies in all industries and governments, especially those relying heavily on information technologies.
Ever since the first reported cybercrime in 1973, when Union Dime Savings Bank account data was manipulated, cybercrime has been continually evolving. 1 Beyond a nefarious hobby, cybercrime has become a way for cybercriminals to earn a living. 2 While it remains underground, it is a business nonetheless; attackers cooperate and work to maximize profits and minimize risk of arrest [81] . Cybercrime as a profession is increasingly attractive for able hackers, and in turn, cyber attacks themselves are increasingly well organized [2] . With the wide-spread adoption of the "as-a-service" model for cyber attack, the attacker can purchase the desired "service" through the dark web without so much as a cursory understanding of what is involved in its execution [97, 134, 145] . This eliminates the barriers that previously existed to performing a crippling cyber attack, and pushes the attackers deeper underground and further from the grasp of authorities.
In the words of Sun Tzu, "Know yourself, know the enemy" [165] . To combat cybercrimes in an effective way, we not only need to develop technical solutions to protect against attacks but also need to understand the structure of the business of underground cybercrime and its development:
• The Challenge in Understanding Cyber Attack Operations It has been said that "the good guys are getting better, but the bad guys are getting badder faster" [93] . Much of published research on cyber attacks has been focused on how attackers clandestinely intrude on private systems [3, 60, 66, 129, 157] . However, reacting passively to a cyber attack and attempting to keep up with the almost daily emergence of innovations on behalf of cybercriminals means that " [Corporations] are not winning [in the cyberdefense battle]" [102] . Cybercrime has taken on the guise of a business in recent years. Without understanding the relevant operations of cybercrime, it is difficult to combat cybercrime effectively. Researchers have begun to study different components of this underground business, including the marketplaces connecting attackers and buyers, and the community of hackers ready to deliver services for a fee [16, 18, 59, 67, 70, 86, 87, 90, 117, 126, 129, 147, 154, 160, 174] . Based on these individual elements, Thomas et al. [162] proposes a framework for understanding the structure of the underground cybercrime service through the monetization process, offering what can be characterized as a bird's-eye view of the black market for cybercrime. What remains unclear, however, is how the cybercriminal coordinates a cyber attack, and making sense of innovations in hacking. "Cybersecurity is still a game of cat-and-mouse" [41] , with the defense trying to catch up with the offense with, up until this point, little success to show for its efforts.
• The Challenge in Understanding the Cyber Attack Economy
The underground cybercriminal has proven difficult to study. Researchers have used "honeypots" [112] to identify cybercriminals and have collected information on the activities of cybercriminals [147] . These efforts to monitor the development of cyber attacks offer relevant counter intelligence. In considering the adoption of the "as-a-service" model [50, 131, 145, 162] , researchers have compiled the services offered to buyers by the cybercrime industry. However, these services are widely scattered and inconsistently described. Without a clear framework through which to 70:4 K. Huang et al. 
CYBER ATTACK ACTIVITIES: THE VALUE CHAIN MODEL
To effectively combat cyber attacks and enhance the cybersecurity on which our digital society relies, it is important to understand the operations behind a cyber attack, raising the following questions: What activities are associated with a cyber attack? The value chain model, developed by Michael Porter [122] , is a powerful approach to understanding the value-added procedures embedded within an organization. The value chain model views an organization as a system, made up of subsystems each with inputs, transformation processes, and outputs, along with support activities. As cybercrime has become a business, from a value chain perspective, we can identify activities that add value for cyber attack operations, as presented in Figure 1 . These value-added processes include any activity in the cybercrime business ecosystem that helps the attacker reduce the cost of, and increase the benefit incurred in cyber attacks. Straightforwardly, the primary activities that directly involve the attack are valuable for the attackers. The support activities, which are often overlooked, are also critical in facilitating the operation of the cybercrime business, as they can help the attacker to perform an attack with less cost and for higher benefit. Furthermore, we have validated the list of cybercrime services and this value chain framework, as well as the cybercriminal service ecosystem framework in Section 3, with more than 30 senior executives, managers, and researchers focusing on cybersecurity from Fortune 500 companies and key cybersecurity solution providers to improve the framework. 4 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive survey, which integrates the different components of the cyber attacks and uses value-chain model, to systematically understand cyber attacks from the business perspective.
Primary Activities: The Attack
2.1.1 Vulnerability Discovery. Logically speaking, cyber attacks start with vulnerability discovery, which finds the weakness that can be used to intrude into the victim's systems. This Systematically Understanding of Cyber Attack Business 70:5 weakness may be a zero-day/one-day vulnerability in software/hardware, or the relatively simple use of passwords that are not modified for a long time and easy to uncover by brute force [106] . Cybersecurity usually involves technology, people, and process [89] . Overlooking strategic, managerial, and operational issues related to cybersecurity significantly weakens an organization's defenses against cybercrime [94] . Hence, vulnerability refers to both weaknesses in software or hardware in IT/OT systems, and weaknesses found in processes, policy, and the human component of an organization. Definition 1. Cyber Vulnerability refers to the cyber-related weaknesses that can be used by a cyber attacker to intrude into the organizations, including the weakness in software or hardware, named technical vulnerability V t , and the weakness in the process, policy, and human, named operational vulnerability V p .
Based on this definition, the vulnerabilities detailed in vulnerability databases like National Vulnerability Database (NVD) and Security Focus BID [70] are considered as technical vulnerabilities in IT/OT systems. Most current vulnerability discovery research focuses heavily on the technical vulnerabilities [24, 55, 143] . However, with the development of defensive technologies, it becomes more difficult for an attacker to intrude into a target's systems through only software or hardware vulnerabilities. This means that an organization's vulnerabilities related to process, policy, and human aspects are often the "weakest link" in their security schemas and present themselves as opportunities for cybercriminals [135] . The typical cyber attack targeting these weakest links is the social engineering attack that deceives the users in an organization [161] . Furthermore, cyber threats from the supply chain are increasing [140] . Some recent efforts have attempted to detect and understand operational vulnerabilities in process and policy [113] . For example, a causal analysis based on STAMP [133] identified the presence of damning operational vulnerabilities that were exploited by hackers and cost TJX over $170 million in losses in the 2007 TJX data breach incident.
Exploitation Development.
The "Exploitation Development" activities try to exploit the discovered vulnerabilities, including both technical and operational vulnerabilities. Once a technical vulnerability is discovered, a program can be developed to exploit the vulnerability and force a system to behave in unintended ways so that a cybercriminal can carry out actions that would otherwise not be permitted. To increase the chances of success of an attack, multiple vulnerabilities may be targeted as a part of an "exploit kit." For example, the well-known exploit kits, such as Angler, Magnitude, Neutrino, Nuclear, RIG, and so on, are continually updated to reliably exploit technical vulnerabilities and guarantee continued success in disrupting the normal function of the targeted system [31] . Furthermore, a payload [18, 139] could be a malicious program performing a singular function, or a combination of many independent programs to offer a more complex, comprehensive functionality, which can be used to perform malicious actions.
Additionally, to perform advanced attacks by exploiting an operational vulnerability, some social engineering toolkits have been developed. 5 The Social Engineer Toolkit (SET) [121] was specifically designed for targeted attacks against a person or organization in a penetration test. Many social engineering exploits begin with the manipulation of the user-computer interface to breach a computer system's security [60] . For example, developing fake mobile apps that appear to be the same as their legitimate counterparts is one typical cyber attack to exploit the operational vulnerability that arises from what we consider the human factor of an organization [42] . The business email compromise scams [98] , also known as "CEO fraud" or "whaling phishing," is another example in which the attacker counterfeits a message from a senior executive to trick someone at the organization into wiring funds to them. The operational vulnerability in the organization's financial process and human component is exploited to develop a persuasive, but fake, message.
Exploitation Delivery.
Once vulnerabilities are ripe for exploitation, the cybercriminal must deliver the developed exploitative programs to the victim's cyberspace niche. Based on the delivery medium (physical medium or digital channel) and infected approach (whether it needs an intermediate host or not; if yes, whether the host is an individual server or a distribution channel), there exist four typical delivery mechanisms:
• Physical Infection. This straightforward mechanism involves infecting the victim's system via a physical medium, such as hardware or USB; the delivery depends entirely upon physical transportation. The typical observed scenario is that this mechanism uses virus propagation: once one person with an infected system makes copies of files that are then used on another system, the virus will spread to the second system, from which even more systems can be infected. Though this physical infection mechanism is old-fashioned and ultimately not very effective, due to operational vulnerabilities, it remains relevant. An example would be purposefully dropping a USB drive loaded with an exploitative program inside an organization's offices, or even in the parking lot, with the hope that an employee may pick it up and plug it into a computer, at which point the company's systems can be infected. In the supply chain security scenario, counterfeit hardware or hardware with embedded malware can be distributed to infect many victims [140] .
• Sent Directly. This mechanism involves sending the exploitative program directly to the victim. In this scenario, the programs will be forwarded to the victim's cyberspace niche through digital channels, like SMS messages or email. Once the victim is tricked into accepting the exploitative program, such as by opening the fake emails or messages, the exploit has been successfully delivered and the victim's system will be infected. One attack utilizing this mechanism in recent memory is the Ukraine power grid cyber attack. Spear phishing emails containing BlackEnergy malware were sent to the victims, and the corporate IT network was compromised by opening disguised documents attached to the emails, which then propagated to the OT network [39] .
• Drive-by-download. The third mechanism involves redirecting the victim online to a website loaded with the exploitative programs, which are delivered to the victim's system in a "driveby-download." In this scenario, the victim is driven to the compromised website by following a maliciously disguised advertisement and is redirected to a landing page where a downloader for the exploitative program will be installed on the victim's machine to contact the commandand-control (C&C) server and establish at least one download channel to deliver the exploitative programs to the target's cyberspace niche [16, 130, 160] .
• Software-Distribution. This fourth mechanism has been emerging with the rapid development of the mobile ecosystem. In this scenario, an original piece of software is infected during transmission to the user. One typical approach is to add malicious code to the software that requests permissions beyond those required by the original software through repacking [68] . Once the adulterated software runs, the malicious code will be executed and the exploitative programs will be downloaded to the victim's machine [56] . With the development of the auto-update feature, the cybercriminal can also dynamically add malicious code to an application during runtime or update an application to include malicious components so that a benign application becomes malicious after a software update [3, 125] .
Attack Victim.
Once a victim's system is successfully infected, the avenue is open for attack. For a single-step attack, once an initial action by the victim has been carried out, such as open a file, click on a link, run a program, accept a permissions request, the attack is already completed. For a multi-step attack, the initial action by the victim not only activates an immediate attack but also opens the doors for subsequent attacks, including identifying further exploitable vulnerabilities. In this scenario, the attacker first gains privileged access to a victim's system so that they can move freely within the otherwise private environment. Once an attacker successfully intrudes upon a system, he or she can access and extract sensitive information, rewrite or erase files, and alter the functionality of the system, affecting the system's confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. To once again use the Ukraine power grid attack [39] as an example, after disrupting the power grid, the hackers used KillDish to erase important executable files and cause physical damages to the control system. Some attackers may want to establish a sustained presence in their victims' systems so that they may come and go and do as they please. To study the cyber attack from the value-added perspective, instead of the detailed cyber attack mechanisms, we must understand what a cybercriminal can gain from a successful cyber attack and what these gains afford in terms of further attacks:
• Digital Gains. Once inside, an attacker can get information contained in a victim's system, including sensitive information such as personal profiles, accounts, and intellectual property. The compromised system can be a "trophy" for the attack, while sometimes the human who is tricked by the attacker can be a "trophy." One example is when someone is tricked to work as a money mule for money laundering [66] . Furthermore, the attacker can gain valuable knowledge related to the victim's system, such as operational processes, network configuration, and organizational structure. With an understanding of these aspects of a system, an attacker can better hide further attacks from detection. What made the cyber attack on Bangladesh Bank's (BB) SWIFT payments system in February, 2016 [142] so hidden and damaging was the attacker's understanding of the bank's transaction confirmation process: The attacker was able to intercept confirmation messages and cover up fraudulent transactions. Attacks to the CIA [168] , NSA [54] , Hacking Team [62] , and so on, can offer attackers 0-day vulnerabilities, exploitations, and many tools developed and customized by these professional organizations that expand and strengthen their arsenal.
• Direct Monetary Gains. A successful attack can interrupt the business continuity of an organization by adversely affecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of certain systems. This results in not only a direct monetary cost to an organization in the form of losses or damages but also in indirect costs, such as loss of trust, missed business opportunities, and increasing defense costs for prevention, protection, detection, response, and recovery to the cyber attack [7] . The attacker can benefit by monetizing the victim's loss for themselves. The typical scenario is that the attacker draws funds directly from a victim's accounts. The more eye-catching scenario with a recent surge in popularity involves the attacker proving his or her capability to interrupt the victim's business continuity and requesting money in return for not capitalizing on their abilities, effectively holding a business hostage for a ransom. The ransomware attacks of 2016 [114] are such examples and 88% of these attacks targeted hospitals and health systems, since cybercriminals correctly perceived these organizations as more vulnerable and receptive to threats and eager to pay a ransom to avoid damage.
• Psychological Gains. The attacker who carries out attacks seeking the inherent satisfaction of success or for the fun or challenge of the process gains psychological benefits from an attack [81] . In this particular case, the attack is perceived as merely a test of hacking skills, and the successful attack carries with it not only a sense of accomplishment for the attacker but also reputation in the hacker community. Some attackers may seek vengeance against a symbolic enemy or see cybercrime as a way to further political agendas. Anonymous is one such group. A particular interesting case was when Anonymous attacked Freedom Hosting II, which hosts 20% of dark web websites, 50% of which contained child pornography in some forms [13] . In this case, Anonymous was trying to "do something good."
Support Activities: Facilitate the Attack
To supplement the primary activities discussed above, support activities are emerging in the cybercrime ecosystem to make cyber attacks more efficient: gaining greater benefit with less cost.
Operations: Attack Life-cycle Management.
A cybercrime operation, like a legitimate business [152] , must actively manage and support the cyber attack life-cycle to reduce costs, increase profits, and mitigate risk. In addition, cybercrime operations must also make conscious efforts to avoid being identified and having their operatives punished under the law. To meet these criteria, a cybercriminal within a greater operation must select the valuable attack targets, decide how to organize hackers (if more than one) to carry out primary cybercrime activities, manage the distribution of proceeds (payroll if you will), hide the operation from authorities, and if disrupted, recover the sidelined operation. 6 Definition 2. Cyber attack Operations refers to the activities that manage and support primary activities to gain higher benefit with less cost from the cyber attack. These include target selection, hacker organization, benefit realization, and resistance operation.
• Target Selection: what are the characteristics that make a target valuable for cyber attackers?
The cybercriminal in the executive role selects the target that would deliver the highest profit, the greatest positive difference between benefit and cost [81] . There are three factors to consider in evaluating the benefit from a successful cyber attack:
• Ease of the attack P e . If hackers do not have a specific objective, then they may take on an exploratory mindset to probe various targets and identify those with sufficient weaknesses to be considered for a full-scale cyber attack. In this scenario, the more easily vulnerabilities can be discovered and exploited in a certain organization's systems, the more attractive of a target the organization becomes. Once a specific target was selected, the cybercriminals may take on an exploitation mindset to dig into the target's systems and attempt an attack; however, if breaking into the current target's systems proves too difficult, and after a few days or weeks no progress is made, the target can be abandoned in favor of another target identified in the exploratory phase.
• Potential Benefit B p . As mentioned above, a successful attack can bring the attacker the digital gains that themselves have value in the underground market, or the attacker can attempt to seek money directly from the victim of the attack. The attacker may also experience psychological gains. These encompass the two main categories with which we can understand the benefit to cybercriminals in the wake of a successful cyber attack: the monetary benefit B pm and the psychological benefit B pp . Hence, B p = B pm + B pp .
• Ease of benefit realization E r . Converting unrealized benefit into tangible, realized benefit is of concern to the cybercriminal engaged in the business of cybercrime. The easier it is for cybercriminals to experience the benefit earned in an attack, the more true benefit is accrued.
Hence, we define the expected benefit B e for an attack on a given target as follows:
In terms of costs, we can identify the following costs inherent to the execution of an attack:
• Psychological Costs C ps . Costs of this nature refer to the psychological and mental energy expended in committing a cyber attack. These could include the fear of being caught, or punishment.
• Expected Penalty Costs C p . This cost captures to the monetary opportunity costs of conviction if the attackers, which become real if the cybercriminals happen to be arrested and convicted following the attack. Straightforwardly, it is proportional to the arrest rate P a for the particular kind of cyber attack, the ease of the judicial process involved in the conviction P c , and the monetary opportunity cost if the attacker is convicted C c . C p = P a × P c × C c .
• Operational Costs C o refers to the cost to carry out the cyber attack. The investment cost C im captures the up-front costs for the cybercriminal to perform the attack, which could be renting a server, buying or learning any necessary tools or services, and the opportunity cost of the time taken in searching for valuable targets. The monetary opportunity cost of the investment C om in cyber attack should also be considered. Hence,
Based on these definitions, the expected cost C e for an attack can be defined as
Definition 3 (Cyber attack Target Selection Rule).
For a rational cyber attacker, the target can be considered as valuable if and only if the expected benefit outweighs the expected cost:
(
Note that the equations discussed above are at a high level. They can help us to understand the values of different activities for the cyber attack. Any activity that can reduce the expected cost or increase the expected benefit will be highly valuable in the cybercrime ecosystem. Understanding this operation can shed light into the decision-making process for the attackers.
• Hacker Organization: how do cybercriminals collaborate with each other for an attack?
For an attack to be successful, especially for the organized cyber attack that involves multiple hackers, the cybercriminal in the executive role must organize his or her team for the attack. There exist the following six basic types of organization structures [104] :
• A Swarm refers to a group of hackers who work together in viral forms that have a minimal, if not nonexistent, chain of command; • A Hub refers to the structuring scheme in which there is a core group of hackers around which peripheral associates gather; • A Clustered Hybrid structure combines online and offline activity and typically operates in a similar way as Hub, focusing on specific activities or methods; • An Extended Hybrid structure is like the Clustered Hybrid structure but incorporates many associates and subgroups, while retaining a level of coordination sufficient to ensure the success of operations; • Hierarchies refer to structure reminiscent of traditional organizations as well as criminal groups but take advantage of online technology to facilitate activities; • An Aggregate structure refers to a loosely organized group of hackers committed only to temporary collaboration and often without a clear goal.
Different organizational structures have different pros and cons; the leaders need to consider which organizational structure is best suited to a given attack objective. For example, most statesupported cybercriminal hackers organize under a Hierarchy structure, while the well-known group Anonymous appears to adhere to an Aggregate structure. Though family ties, friendships, and online relationships all play important roles in the collaboration between cybercrimals [115] , online forums are serving as offender convergence settings for cybercriminals and shaping a more fluid and flat structure so that all participants are able to get contact with each other [85] . Furthermore, in online hacker forums, most hackers are novices with only a few more highly skilled hackers participating in forum activity [64, 87, 90] , and this community forms the core and peripheral Hubs.
• Benefit Realization: How to gain benefit from an attack It is within the executive's responsibilities to maximize the benefit to be gained from a successful attack. Considering monetary benefit as an example, the executive may hire a money laundering network so that the source of "dirty" money cannot be identified. Recently, researchers have presented the concept of "DDoSCoin," which allows a cybercriminal to prove their own participation in a DDoS attack by having miners create a large number of connections to a given target and using the target server's signed responses as a proof to receive the digital monetary rewards that they deserve [169] . Digital currency, especially Bitcoin, has become the main approach for cybercriminals to transfer monetary gains to one another in the wake of a successful attack [80] . Though the motivation for the WannaCry ransomware attack on May 2017 is still a mystery, there is a theory that it is for currency manipulation to raise the Bitcoin value by increasing the number of users [163] . Additionally, many markets or forums are constructed for cybercriminals to trade their digital gains from successful attacks [26, 123, 147, 174] . According to the tracking of ransomware payments [123] , 95% of the traced ransoms are cashed out via BTC-E, a digital currency trading and exchange platform. For psychological benefit, "Hall of Fame" for hackers with the greatest reputations can motivate cybercriminals to continue participating in attacks within the cybercrime ecosystem, considering the value placed on reputation and trust within the cybercriminal community [38, 63, 85, 171] .
• Resistance Operation: How to skirt detection and recover from a take-down
Generally, hackers do not want to be identified or have their attack detected. Common methods that aim to accomplish this include employing a proxy server to bounce online activities, using anonymous tools such as a Tor network [6, 36, 103] , clearing event logs, command history, and shredding history files. To increase the chance of success of a cyber attack, the executive can introduce obfuscations to avoid being detected by the target's defense tools, regularly update an attack's configurations and executable file builds, or use multiple channels and distribute servers across network boundaries [116, 130] .
Parts of the cybercrime ecosystem can be taken down by law enforcement, therefore, a plan for recovery is extremely valuable for cybercriminals. For example, the Ramnit botnet that infected 3.2 million computers was taken down in February 2015 but quickly re-emerged and attacked banks and e-commerce operations in Canada, Australia, the United States, and Finland in December 2015 [76] . This is because some of Ramnit's infrastructure survived from the take-down and its operators were not arrested. Additionally, it is believed that the cybercriminals acquired the web injection mechanism from a separate group that provides web injections as a service, making Ramnit even more resilient.
Human
Resource: Hacker Community. As discussed above, the hacker forum is the most common form of communication for the cybercriminal community. A hierarchical structure has lower coordination costs than a pure market structure, so most hacker forums have adopted hierarchical management systems consisting of administrators, moderators, reviewers, reviewed vendors, and general members to stratify and organize the community [171] .
• Hacker Training. There is a limited number of highly skilled hackers [87] and the cybercriminal tends to build a collegial culture that encourages sharing of information and values innovation [64] . Since most hackers are novices, part of the value-added activity for the hacker community is training the novices. Note that both the offensive and defensive sides of cybercrime are leveraging the same innovations [37] , and hackers can learn skills through online cybersecurity forums or even via YouTube videos. The near-term advances in machine learning, automation and artificial intelligence can also be used by the criminals and nation-state adversaries [37] while the attacker may even have the advantage in skill, as the "worst is getting worse faster" [92] . Some hacker communities will offer training programs to train fledgling cybercriminals. For example, the Anonymous launched an online school called OnionIRC allowing members to share technical skills and maintain anonymity [46] .
• Hacker Recruiting. To grow the hacker community, recruiting is an important activity for the cybercrime ecosystem. To achieve this goal, many tutorials are available to reduce the barriers for the novices to join the hacker community and benefit from the cyber attack. According to the research from Digital Shadows, the process hackers use to recruit new hires is the mirror to its legitimate counterpart [128] : post advertisements on forums, hacker-specific job boards, social networks to reach fresh talents, qualify candidates by application forms or even through interviews, and maintain a time-sensitive membership. The study of 18 investigations into criminal networks [84] demonstrates that the relationships based on real-world social networks play an important role in the origin and growth of the majority of networks while the access to online forums can increase the criminal capabilities quickly. For the nation-supported cyber attacks, the recruiters may even hire hackers with specific experiences from the criminal underworld [144] .
Marketing and Delivery.
The "booming" underground marketing and delivery activities play critical roles for attackers to realize potential benefits from successful cyber attacks.
• Marketplace. A marketplace for attackers to trade the digital gains is the principal way for attackers to realize the benefit from successful cyber attacks. We can observe many different dark web marketplaces available for different kinds of goods and services: vulnerability and exploitation [4, 70, 119] , dumps, skimmers, identities, attack tools and mules [174] , credit card [59] , fake tools [153] , Bitcoin [123] , and so on. Some marketplaces even allow cybercriminals to operate "singlevendor stores", in the same way as one could do on eBay, where sellers will run their own online website to sell their products to their clients [59] . In June 2017, a black market framework was offered as "platform-as-a-service" for buyers to build their own darknet marketplace [35] .
• Reputation. Anonymity can translate to uncertainty related to product quality in the hacker community [61, 171] . To mitigate this problem, trust and reputation play fundamental roles in the cybercrime ecosystem [85] . Any activity that a cybercriminal can undertake to show that he or she is trustworthy or to bolster his or her reputation is extremely valuable. It is important for the cybercriminal to make sure a potential trading partner is not in fact law enforcement; the takedown of Shadowcrew is a "painful" example of such a situation in the hacker community [49] . Some forums are open exclusively to well-vetted users and often require a fee to join, and other forums are invite-only [171] while some forums may even request that the members "must hack a website within 3 months" to maintain the membership [128] . Some guarantors will offer vetting services to check a prospective user's background, contributions, and trustworthiness [50] . Like the legitimate e-commence sites such as eBay and Amazon, some forums offer a rating system so that members can rate each other and evaluate a potential traders' reputation. Due to the prevalence of "rippers" who trade dishonestly by double selling, some marketplaces, such as credit card forums, have introduced a mechanism to review prospective vendors' goods and/or services and assign a "reviewed vendor" tag as an approval of quality if a vendor passes the review [61] ; if a reviewed vendor is found to have traded dishonestly, that vendor will face a punishment [171] .
• Value Evaluation. Since there exist many different digital goods and services in the marketplace, determining the price of a good is a typical value-added task for the hackers. It is no surprise that a zero-day vulnerability will be much more valuable than a one-day vulnerability.
The one-day vulnerability is still valuable because of the observed patch delay in practice [74] . Additionally, the going price changes based on supply and demand in the market. For example, in May 2016, due to the shutdown of Angler, the demand for Neutrino increased so much that the developer doubled the price per month from $3,500 to $7,000 [22] .
• Money Laundering. Money laundering is a traditional activity for underground crime, to make illegally-gained proceeds appear legal [15] . Likewise, money laundering plays a critical value-added role to support the benefit realization activities for cybercriminals, especially for those attackers motivated by financial gains. In addition, the advantage of digital currency-the protocol's anonymity and resilience through flexibility-enables money launderers to do their business faster, cheaper and more discretely than before.
Technical Support.
Cybercrime relies heavily on technical support. Notably, the offensive and defensive sides use similar innovations [37] . Many technologies developed for "good" purposes have been coopted by cybercriminals for less than positive ends. The first IRC (Internet Relay Chat) bot was invented in 1988, then the first malicious bot appeared 10 years later [164] . The anonymous communication network technology Onion Routing (Tor) and the Invisible Internet Project (I2P) were developed to protect privacy online [6, 30] . Bitcoin, a peer-to-peer electronic cash system, was developed to allow any two willing parties to transact directly without the need for a third party [111] . Now these technologies have become the "cornerstones" for cybercriminals.
Additionally inventory, open port checking, managing service upgrade schedules and monitoring host or service uptime, which is also widely used by attackers to intrude into the victim's network. Furthermore, many tools developed or customized by professional organizations or experts, even by the state-supported agencies like CIA [168] or NSA [54] , may be taken and used to strengthen cybercriminal's arsenal.
Cyber Attack Ecosystem: The Combination of Primary and Support Activities
The cyber attack ecosystem consists of not only primary activities directly related to a cyber attack but also support activities that facilitate a cyber attack by reducing costs and increasing benefits. In addition to technical vulnerabilities, attackers also target operational vulnerabilities, the weaknesses related to the processes, policies, and humans in an organization, which are often overlooked. Cyber attack operation activities, including target selection, hacker organization, benefit realization, and resistance measures, can significantly improve attackers' performance in the digital, direct monetary, and psychological gains. The hacker community is growing in both skill and scale to offer human resources, and marketing and delivery activities are available to further facilitate the benefit realization for cyber attack operation.
In addition, these value-added cyber attack activities are not isolated but related to each other. The cyber attack ecosystem is already well embedded within a comprehensive value chain. Some attackers, especially the highly skilled hackers, can be involved in multiple activities. A more eyecatching scenario is that these activities can be orchestrated to collaborate within a more complex cyber attack, even when they are provided by different actors. Hence, to combat the modern cyber attack effectively, beside the primary attack activities, the defensive community should also pay special attention to those emerging support activities. More importantly, it is critical to understand the cyber attack ecosystem from a systematic perspective, not only focusing on the individual activities but also their relations with each other.
CYBERCRIMINAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM: BUSINESS RECONSTRUCTION
With the development of service science [83] , cybercrime as a service (CaaS) has become an important trend for the cybercriminal ecosystem [97, 134, 145] . Cybercriminals are leveraging this innovation to make their products and services more attractive, trustworthy, and more easily delivered. This innovation not only puts cybercriminal tools and services in the hands of a wider range of threat actors, but it also turns the cyber attack into a business that can provide a living for a career cybercriminal [2] . Furthermore, it restructures cybercrime activities and drives attackers even deeper underground, as activities related to cybercrime can now be offered as independent, modular components in a cybercrime supply chain with attackers benefiting from each component. In this section, following the value-added processes discussed in Section 2, we will identify the relevant cyber attack services, to construct a systematic framework for the cybercrime ecosystem, developing an understanding of the business and the evolution of cyber attack itself. 8 
Service Model: Business Components for Cyber attack
A cyber attack service provider can advertise a cybercrime service offering specific modules related to a cyber attack on the marketplace to reach as many potential users as possible. A buyer can purchase any needed services on a marketplace to build a cyber attack from scratch, or can integrate the purchased services into his or her own operation, becoming a service provider. As shown in Figure 2 , to build the systematic framework for the cybercriminal ecosystem, we define each service as the value-added activity that takes some inputs and produces an output using the support tools and techniques:
Definition 4 (Cybercrime Service). refers to a value-added activity related to a cyber attack that takes input and produces output using the support tools and techniques:
where I refers to the input set for the service, O refers to the output set for the service, while C refers to the techniques or tools that support or enable this service. The input, output, or support are not necessarily a single-element set and could be a multi-element, meaning that it involves different types of variables, or even an empty set ∅ if no variable is necessary for the given parameters.
In the "as-a-Service" model, a cyber attacker can concentrate on a particular value-added activity in the cybercriminal ecosystem, becoming an expert and driving the "specialization" for the cyber attack activities. Cybercriminal specialists can then "commercialize" their skills as services/products that can support use by many users simultaneously and are intuitive enough so that buyers do not need to understand the details of their execution to use them. To overcome defensive efforts and execute a successful cyber attack, a cyber attack executive may combine related services so that they "cooperate" in performing more complex tasks to improve the performance of a cyber attack. Based on the definition above, if the output set of a service CS a intersects with the input or support of another service CS b , then there will exist a value-adding path from CS a to CS b , and these two services can collaborate with each other to form a composition and lend an advantage in performing complex attack activities.
Definition 5 (Cybercrime Service Composition).
Given two cybercime services, they can collaborate with each others as a composition for value-adding and form a complex attack activity if and only if there exist intersections between the output set of the previous service and the input or support of the next service.
Note that the output set of the previous service does not need to be equal to the input or support of the next service. Once there exists some intersection, then they can collaborate with each other to generate added value. Hence, with the adoption of the "as-a-Service" model for cybercrime, specialization, commercialization, and cooperation in the cybercriminal ecosystem form the crux of the cybercrime business. In the following sections, based on the value chain model presented in Section 2 and the service model discussed above, we will formally identify the unique cybercriminal services, 9 including those directly related to the primary activities and those indirectly supporting a cyber attack, and how they collaborate with each other for the cyber attack.
In the following sections, using the value chain model presented above, we will define and describe the key cybercrime services, listed in Table 1 , along the current status, examples (with references), and sample pricing.
Cybercrime Services Directly Related to Primary Activities
The cybercrime services directly related to primary activities consist of the services for the primary activities, and the related supportive activities to overcome the defensive efforts and to improve the cyber attack performance. Services are defined and explained in the following sections. Examples for existing services are actual, emerging, and evolving services are based on offensive versions of actual legitimate services. Prices listed here are intended to be representative of current prices and are constantly evolving.
Vulnerability Discovery as a Service (VDaaS).
For the vulnerability discovery service, given the target as the input, with the support from the vulnerability discovery tools, potential vulnerabilities of the target are identified and returned as outputs. We define VDaaS as follows:
where T is the target, which can be the information system or an employee in a specific organization, or a specific information product series like Windows 10 operating system. V refers to the discovered vulnerabilities related to the given target T, including technical vulnerability V t and operational vulnerability V p . VDT refers to the vulnerability discovery tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, or W3af. Note that the more specific the given target is, the more targeted the cyber attack based on the discovered vulnerability can be. It is not a surprise that in the underground cybercrime ecosystem, hackers trade their discovery directly in the dark web [4] . However, vulnerability discovery is a nontrivial, time consuming, 70:16 K. Huang et al. Fig. 3 . Exploitation Development Service (EKaaS). "Weapon development" means the service is related to transfer the vulnerability into the weapon that can be used for attack. "Weapon enhancement" means the service is used to improve the effectiveness of the weapons.
uncertain, but highly valuable task. Google even launched a vulnerability research grant to reward "security researchers that look into the security of Google products and services even in the case when no vulnerabilities are found" [51] . Hence, it is rare to observe the independent vulnerability discovery services in the cybercriminal ecosystem. Only some highly skillful hackers, especially the organized cybercrime hackers, can offer services to help the clients to identify vulnerabilities in a target system. Given the success of the bug bounty programs [69, 95, 173] , where organizations reward external experts who discover vulnerabilities in their systems and patch them before they are publicly disclosed, it is very possible that deep in the dark web there will exist offensive-versions of "bug bounty programs," where a platform is offered to take advantage of the hacker community to dig the vulnerability within a given target. Considering the menacing targeted cyber attacks, aka, advanced persistent threat (APT) [146] , this VDaaS as the offensive bug bounty programs is very likely to be reality, if it does not exist yet, in the cybercriminal ecosystem.
Exploitation Development Service (EKaaS).
An exploit is a program that takes advantage of discovered technical vulnerabilities to make a target's systems perform in an abnormal way. Hackers can package exploits in an exploit kit to simplify and increase the success rate of attacks. To avoid being detected by defensive security software, exploit kits can include components to obfuscate their true functionality. Additionally, exploit kits can integrate additional payloads to bolster an attack on potential targets. For the operational vulnerability, the attacker can deploy a fake WiFi, website, software, message, or email to exploit the discovered operational weaknesses. Hence, the exploit development service is the service that converts discovered vulnerabilities into effective cyber attack weapons with the support of development tools. As shown in Figure 3 , the independence between different components can be used to increase the cyber attack performance and overcome the defensive efforts. For example, in the exploitation development process, the "weapon development" services can be used to transfer a vulnerability into an attack weapon and the "weapon enhancement" services can be used to improve its effectiveness for cyber attack.
• Exploit as a Service (EaaS). Given the discovered technical vulnerability V t , the exploit E is developed with the support of the exploit development tool set EDT. We can model EaaS as
Normally, when the vulnerability is discovered, the proof-of-concept trial is also developed to demonstrate its practicality. We can explore many verified exploitations in ExploitDB [33] . While responsible vulnerability disclosure policy ensures the release of a patch before any details of the vulnerability are publicly revealed, it is possible for the hackers to automatically develop the exploitation [8] or reverse-engine the patch without the relevant details [14] . Though the automatic exploitation generation is fairly basic now [143] , it is not surprising to observe new tools to support this highly valuable activity.
• Exploit Package as a Service (EPaaS). Given a collection of exploits E, EPaaS combines them into the exploit kit EK that is potentially more effective than any individual exploit. An unintelligent exploit kit, one that delivers all its exploits at once regardless of the conditions in the victim's systems, may adversely affect the performance of other active exploits and increase the possibility of detection. Meanwhile, intelligent exploit kits are developed to take into account the target's conditions when delivering an exploit [50] . In most exploit kits, the exploitative programs and strategies are hard-coded, but this may not be the case for long; exploit kits can be developed in such a way to enable dynamic updates as conditions change. Consider the following definition:
where EPT refers to the strategies and tools used to package the exploits into exploit kit.
• Deception as a Service (DaaS). Given the operational vulnerability V p , with the support of the development tools FDT, this component generates the fake information FI, like a fake website [88, 167] , fake emails [60, 118] , or fake software [153] , which can be delivered to the target. A DaaS is defined as follows:
Note that if the V p contains detailed information about the specific target, like organization structure, business process, or network environment, the attack is referred to as targeted attack [145] , and normally it will have a higher probability of success. For example, in a whaling phishing attack in early 2016, employee payroll information was successfully stolen when an employee voluntarily gave it away in an email to whom he thought to be the company's CEO [107] .
• Payload as a Service (PLaaS). This component offers the payloads PL involved in a cyber attack. A payload [18, 40, 139] can refer to an atomic malicious program performing a singular function, or a combination of many independent ones to offer a more complex, comprehensive functionality. PLaaS is defined in terms of the following relationship:
where PDT refers to the tools used to develop the payload.
• Obfuscate as a Service (OBaaS). Given an application, such as exploit E, exploit kit EK, fake information FI, payload PL, this component uses various obfuscation strategies and technologies, such as packers, polymorphism, and metamorphism, to reduce the chance that an application is detected by antivirus software [53, 116, 136] . For example, the Q implementation [137, 143] can be used to harden the exploits generated by the EaaS. Some may include security software to confirm the effectiveness of the obfuscation [50] . We define OBaaD in terms of the following relationship:
where A I refers to the input application, such as a payload, exploit kit, exploit, or fake information, while A O refers to the output application with obfuscation methods applied; OBT refers to the obfuscation tools and strategies; SCS R refers to the interactions with the security checkers, if any.
• Security Checker as a Service (SCaaS). This component verifies whether a given application can bypass the defensive barrier from a certain security software or platform [53] . If an application is detected by a security software, then the OBaaS component can update the obfuscation strategy until the application goes undetected, resulting in a loop between the OBaaS and SCaaS,
where A I refers to the input application from OBaaS and SCS R refers to the report from the security checker tool set SCT. For example, cybercriminals once used Google's VirusTotal platform to verify the effectiveness of malware [172] . It is believed that for the Ukrainian power grid attack, the attacker built a simulated power grid system similar to the Ukrainian power grid plant that they were able to evaluate and test the developed firmware prior to the attack [39] . As shown in Figure 3 (d), OBaaS and SCaaS can form a loop to guarantee the effectiveness of the developed cyber weapons. Given the high value for this loop, it is not surprising to observe these platforms, which may even be operated similarly to the mobile app testing cloud [47] for the mobile ecosystem.
• Repackage as a Service (RPaaS). Given a list of inputs, this component packages the elements of the input in a verified exploit kit to increase the effectiveness of an attack, with support from obfuscation component, OBaaS, and repackaging tools. We define RPaaS as
where A I refers to the input, which can be the payload PL from PLaaS, exploit kit EK from EPaaS, fake information FI from DaaS, the original benign application P o , or their combinations; VEK refers to the application that will be delivered to the target for cyber attack; RPT refers to the repackaging tools and strategies to enhance the input. This component plays an important role for the cyber attack. Take the playload development as an example. Since a payload may be identified by security software, hackers will revise detected payloads using the repackage component so that they may bypass detection on subsequent attacks [18] . This iterative process creates a so-called "family" of payloads [18, 157] . To circumvent detection more effectively, an advanced payload protects itself through redundant actions and encryption [116] . The malware "DenDroid" is even capable of detecting emulated environments such as Google Bouncer [155] , and the WannaCry malware can detect whether the running environments are sandboxes [96] . This dynamic awareness is what sets apart intelligent cyber weapons from their less sophisticated counterparts. For the exploit kit from EPaaS, the automated shellcode placement methods are developed to generate the modified exploit by changing or replacing the original shellcode of the existing exploit for new attacks [9] . Until now, we have discussed the main value-added components related to exploitation development in the "as-a-service" model. The EaaS (exploit), PLaaS (payload), and DaaS (fake information) are related to develop the weapons to attack the victims based on the discovered vulnerability, which belongs to the "exploitation development" activities. Meanwhile, the EPaaS (exploit kit package), the RPaaS (repackage), the OBaaS (obfuscation), and the SCaaS (security checker) are used to improve the effectiveness of the developed weapons, which belongs to the support activities "resistance operation." Based on Figure 3 , various ways can be observed that exploitation services can be combined. For a given cyber attack, at least one of the "exploitation development" activities will be employed, while the "resistance operation" component is not a must. However, the more services an attacker can effectively employ, the higher the chance of success in an attack will be. For example, when applying the generated verified exploit kits, the VEK will be more difficult to detect for security programs and more effective in the attack.
Additionally, the employed services can be used simultaneously or in different phases of a multistep attack. For example, in the Ukraine power grid cyber attack [39] , the spear-fishing emails from DaaS (fake information), the exploit kit targeting vulnerabilities, including CVE-2014-4114, CVE-2010-3333 from EPaaS (exploit kit), the KillDisk, a destructive data-wiping utility, and the SSH Fig. 4 . Exploitation Delivery Services. "Delivery" refers to services serving to support the exploitation delivery. "Reusage" refers to services repurposing gains from previous successful attacks. "Infrastructure" refers to network infrastructures that are operated by network infrastructure operators and serve as the pipeline.
backdoor to maintain persistent access from PLaaS (payload), were used in tandem to successfully break into the Ukrainian power grid system. In the second step of the same attack, malicious firmware (from PLaaS) developed based on domain knowledge collected from the distribution management system, which was tested by the simulated power grid system (from SCaaS), was uploaded to the system and to attack the ICS components. Figure 4 , the purpose of these activities is to deliver the exploitative programs V EK from EKaaS to the targeted systems. Effectively, EDaaS serves as a pipeline for the cybercrime ecosystem, consisting of the following components:
Exploitation Delivery Service (EDaaS). As shown in
• Botnet as a Service (BNaaS). As presented in [129] , given a list of compromised machines, called zombies, a developer can use tools, such as Zeus and Aldi, to implement a Botnet that is controlled by a human operator, the bot-master, in some cases through Command and Control (C&C) channels. To improve resilience with respect to being taken down, a bot-master may use tools, such as multi-hopping, ciphering, binary obfuscation, polymorphism, IP spoofing, Email spoofing, and fast-flux network, to maintain and update a botnet.
where Z refers to a set of zombie machines, BN refers to the botnets, and BNDT is the tool set to develop and maintain the botnet [129] .
• Traffic Redirection as a Service (TRaaS). Using this component, incoming web traffic to a specific address will be redirected to a server hosting the verified exploit kits, which is a fundamental component for the "drive-by-download" mechanism. A typical example is search-engine poisoning, in which cyber-criminals compromise links to popular websites and redirect search traffic to the other websites [67, 167] . We formally define TRaaS as
where TR I refers to the original traffic target, and TR O refers to the redirected traffic target, TRT is the traffic redirection technique [48, 159] , and BN can be used to construct a fast-flux network to support traffic redirection [65] .
• Bulletproof Hosting as a Service (BHaaS). Bulletproof hosting services, such as Russian Business Network, McColo, Troyak, and Vline [78] , are a lot more lenient about the contents hosted on their servers so that the attackers can host most types of materials on them without worrying about being taken down: the service provider must make the servers harder to seize and be inconspicuous enough to avoid calling the attention of authorities [100] . Furthermore, the providers intend to host the severs in countries with more relaxed laws to make it easier to evade law enforcement [12] . Supported by the botnet, some providers will hire the compromised servers out until they are discovered [100] . This kind of service is used by cybercriminals as the "gang's hideout" and is widely available in the underground market due to its emphasis on anonymity.
where BHT refers to the tools and strategies that protect the servers, such as located offshore, moving among different service providers, registering and dropping network blocks frequently [5] , making them "bulletproof."
• Traffic as a Service (TAaaS). This component may use many servers or sources, typically the botnet BN, to generate the traffic for the given target. One typical scenario is the well-known DDoS attack [75] , which flood the bandwidth or resources of the targeted system, usually one or more web servers, with traffic from multiple compromised systems. For example, on October 21, 2016, a botnet consisting of tens of millions of Internet-connected devices infected by Mirai flooded Dyn's servers, resulting in 11h of blocked access to popular websites such as Twitter, Spotify, Netflix, Amazon, Tumblr, Reddit, and Paypal, among others [11] . Another typical application for this component is in an advertising fraud scheme, in which fake traffic generates vast amounts of undeserved revenue [44] . We formally define TAaaS in terms of the following relationship:
• Reputation Escalation as a Service (REaaS). For the "software distribution" mechanism, this component will exploit the vulnerability of the current recommendation system [141] to craft a fake reputation [170] for the given malicious applications. Due to the fake ratings, search engines or rating services will list them as a popular service. This will significantly increase the exposure of the malicious applications. We formally define REaaS as
where A I refers to the given malicious applications and TA refers to the traffic used to generate the fake reputation FR, and RS refers to mechanisms to establish reputation on a given platform.
Multi-step Attack Service (AaaS).
Once a target's systems are compromised, the avenue for attack is open and cybercriminals make their entrance seeking benefits of the following forms: digital gains (GD) including intellectual property, sensitive information, domain knowledge, compromised machines, or even a targeted user who can be manipulated; psychological gains (GP) affecting reputation, and monetized forms of benefit (GL) from damages incurred by targets. When performing a cyber attack, a cybercriminal must hide the attack from detection using an obfuscation strategy (OBS) informed by relevant domain knowledge (DK). Examples that have already been discussed include the attack on the Bangladesh Bank's (BB) SWIFT payment system [142] , where attackers clearly exhibited knowledge of SWIFT operations, which may be from willing-or coerced-domain experts, and the Ukraine power grid attack [39] , in which power grid network structure information is believed to have been collected in previous attacks. Considering the necessary human resources (HR) services supporting a cybercrime operation in addition, we can define the component representing the attack itself as follows:
{GD, GP, GL} = AaaS ({VEK, TA}, {OBS, HR, DK}).
(16) Fig. 5 . Marketplace and Gain Reuse. "Marketplace" refers to the services to enable the trade for benefit realization while "Reusage" refers to the services that reuse the digital gains from previous successful cyber attacks to facilitate further attacks.
Until now, we have explored the value-added processes of the primary activities and the directly related supportive services behind a cyber attack. In the following sections, we will discuss the supporting components that are not directly related to a cyber attack but nonetheless critical to operations in the cybercrime ecosystem.
Cybercriminal Services Indirectly Supporting Primary Activities
There exist support services related to benefit realization, which are focusing on monetization of cyber attack gains through different marketplaces. Personal profile information can be listed for sale or exposed publicly on underground markets to damage the organization or individual to whom the information belongs [117] ; domain information is extremely valuable for the targeted cyber attack [146] ; compromised computers can be sold to assemble a botnet [129] ; the stolen tools can be used to construct the toolkits that offer "one-stop-shop" tool support [77] ; while a manipulated person can serve as the money mule [66] . For direct monetary gains, attackers can collect benefits directly from their victims; however, if it proves too difficult or risky for attackers to interact with victims to realize benefits, attackers can opt to trade the potential benefit on the market, supported by the value evaluation services. For example, a group of underground cybercriminals created Ran$umBin-a dark web service to monetize ransomware attacks-that allows cybercriminals to upload stolen data and motivate victims to pay to get back their stolen data [120] . Psychological gains can help attackers build reputation in the hacker community. Furthermore, to mitigate identity and quality uncertainty [171] , the reputation and pricing systems are important for the cybercriminal ecosystem. Finally, but straightforwardly, offering the marketplace to enable the trading is a fundamental component for the cybercriminal ecosystem. Hence, as shown in Figure 5 , we can identify the additional re-usage components beside BNaaS for the digital gains, and the marketplace components.
Digital Gain Reuse
Service. Through the marketplace, these components turn the digital gains from the successful cyber attacks into services that can be reused to facilitate the further cyber attack.
• Personal Profile as a Service (PPaaS). This component offers personal profile PP about targets such as passport numbers, driver's licenses, email accounts, social media accounts, or credit card numbers. Any personal information I p that can be used to build a complete personal profile, for an individual or an organization can be included in this component, whether it comes from data breaches [166] or public sources on the internet, such as social media pages.
where MDF refers to the multimodal data fusion [82] that can be used to manage and analyze the collected data. It is extremely valuable, because different data sets can interact and inform each other [17] to offer value-adding information about the targets. One typical application could be offering the detail information for the given individual or organization for the buyers, which can be used for further attack, especially for a whaling phishing attack [60, 66] .
• Domain Knowledge as a Service (DMaaS). This component refers to domain information I d gained from past attacks to offer specific knowledge DK relevant to future attacks with the support of the developing data manage and analysis technology MDF:
The basic form of the domain knowledge is the step-by-step guidance for cyber attack. Inspired by the emergences of the WikiHow, eHow, Howcast, and so on, which offers extensive information about how-to tasks, as well as the development of the knowledge graph techniques [27] , the DMaaS in the cybercriminal ecosystem could evolve into the similar how-to knowledge systems that can be used across different scenarios.
• Tool Pool as a Service (TPaaS). Cyber attacks, like the CIA breach [168] or NSA cyber incident [54] , and the HackerTeam hack [62] , can result in cybercriminals gaining access to hacking tools used by the targeted organizations that can be repurposed and applied in future cybercrimes. Hacker communities, often cybercrime groups or nation-support groups, will collect these tools T I and develop new variants to address their specific goals. Since these tools can benefit the entire cybercrime ecosystem by facilitating new attacks, it is no surprise that toolkits or platforms TK O on the dark web exist to facilitate the access to these tools. For example, the "Shadow Brokers" offered a subscription-based service [77] with access to up-to-date exploits gained from the NSA cyber incident. We can formally define TPaaS as
where TMS refers to the technology enabling tool customization and management.
• Target Selection as a Service(TSaaS). As discussed above, informed target selection is very valuable in the cybercrime ecosystem, because it can significantly reduce the cost and increase the benefit from the cyber attack. Given the availability of personal information and domain knowledge, as well as the development of advanced data analysis and artificial intelligence, it is possible for attackers to identify the valuable targets based on the expected benefit and cost, before they actually perform the cyber attack. Hence, we can expect the emergence of target selection as a service for the cybercriminal ecosystem [101] . We formally define TSaaS as follows:
where T H refers to the identified valuable targets, which may even be ranked according to the different value for different attackers.
Marketplace Service.
To support monetization efforts on dark web marketplaces, bulletproof servers are necessary to guarantee the availability and reliability of these services. The following components are important to bridge the gap between the dark web and legitimate businesses by money laundering, mitigate the identity through reputation system and reduce quality uncertainty by value evaluation and pricing.
• Money Laundering as a Service (MLaaS). Given the illegal, "dirty" money M D from a cyber attack, this component makes use of a money laundering network MLN to make it appear as though it was earned by legal means M C . We define MLaaS as follows:
Note that the M C could also be in the form of digital currency, such as Bitcoin [80] , since Bitcoin can be easily cashed out via digital currency trading platforms such as BTC-E or exchanged with each other [123] . MLN refers to the money laundering network consisting of many money mules, who make available their own bank or digital accounts to be used as conduits for transferring money out of the cybercrime ecosystem for a fee [25, 43, 66] .
• Money Mule Recruiting as a Service (MRaaS). To recruit the money mules who will make up a money laundering network, the mule herders, those who establish connections with would-be money mules, send out believable fake emails advertising normal jobs such as Financial Department Manager and contact the recipients who respond to the email. These individuals will be trained and brought into the money laundering network [148] .
where HZ refers to the people acting as the money mules in the money laundering network MLN, who could be tricked to join the network, because it is an acceptable "job" for them, especially if they are unemployed [1] . TS refers to training support, including tools and related knowledge. Normally, the DaaS component is a prerequisite for the MRaaS component, since MRaaS relies on creating and distributing fake emails.
• Reputation as a Service (RaaS). Reputation is very important in the cybercrime ecosystem as it serves as a metric to mitigate the uncertainty associated with dealing users who hide their true identities [171] . As a result, most marketplaces, especially forums, incorporate a reputation mechanism into their core service that generates a reputation rating based on a user's previous interactions in the marketplace. To warn the underground visitors to stay away from fraudsters, 10 some third-party services such as Ripper.cc and Kidala.info [158] were developed to maintain a database of rippers.
where GP refers to the previous conducted attacks of the given user, while RR refers to the interaction records, and R refers to the user's reputation determined by the reputation evaluation mechanism RS, which can be similar to the mechanisms [141] employed by a legitimate business.
• Value Evaluation as a Service (VEaaS). Similar to a legitimate business, judging the value of goods traded in a marketplace plays a fundamental role to mitigate the risk associated with quality uncertainty [171] . In the case of credit cards, the quality of a stolen card may depend on the credit limit of the account, and this will drive the price. Recently, Fatboy, a new ransomware-for-hire scheme, automatically adjusts its ransom demands according to the Big Mac Index, a measurement that shows to what extent the currencies are overvalued or undervalued [52] . Some cybercriminals 70:24 K. Huang et al. can use scanned documents, like passports, to confirm other users' identities. For example, a hacker may verify a Paypal account with a scanned copy of the purported owner's passport [50] .
where PG I refers to the goods offered by the providers on the marketplace; R refers to the seller's reputation; VI refers to the verify information, which can be part of the personal profile from PPaaS; VES is the methodology to evaluate the value to determine the good's price PG O .
• Marketplace as a Service (MPaaS). As discussed above, the marketplace is a fundamental component, serving as the trading place to realize the benefit from the cyber attacks. It serves as a pipeline to transfer the gains from a successful cyber attack into input for many different types of services, which can facilitate further cyber attacks, and monetary benefit, which can be made as legal through money laundering.
where G I refers to the products or services traded in the marketplace, which can be the digital gains GD or the loss-based gains GL from a cyber attack. Note that each service mentioned in this article can also be traded in the marketplace, including the MPaaS itself can also be available in the dark web to build a specific marketplace for some attackers. G O refers to the different types of materials like personal information I p , domain information I d , stolen tool set T I , compromised machines Z , manipulate human HZ . M D refers to the illegal monetary benefit the seller achieve from the trading; MMT refers to the tool and technique to build the marketplace in the dark web, BS refers to the bulletproof server to host the marketplace; RR refers to the seller's activities records while PG refers to the evaluate value for the goods, representing the support from the RaaS and VEaaS to mitigate the identity and quality uncertainty.
Human Resource Service.
The main functionality of human resources is to train novice hackers so that they attain the necessary skills to participate in cyber attacks, and to recruit new hackers to join the community or to participate in a specific cyber attack. As shown in Figure 6 , it consists of the following two main services:
• Hacker Training as a Service (HTaaS). Given specific domain knowledge related to a cyber attack, this component helps a hacker, especially a novice hacker, gain skills relevant to cybercrime and become a qualified member in the hacker community. In its most basic form, HTaaS offers stepby-step guides or online school like OnionIRC [46] . Nowadays, it has grown into an industry of its own, and is not necessarily an underground activity or an illegal business at this point. For example, the "Offensive Security" provides the "true performance-based penetration testing training" [138] offering certifications once training is completed, and even runs a bug bounty program to reward those who find qualifying vulnerabilities in their sites.
CH = HT aaS (NH, {DK, TS, HR}),
where NH refers to the hackers without the specific hacking skill, who are normally the novice in the community; CH refers to the hackers gaining the necessary skills, namely certificated hackers; DK refers to the necessary domain knowledge; TS refers to the tools or platforms supporting training; HR refers to the hackers who can offer the training materials, such as personal experience, domain knowledge, or mentorship.
• Hacker Recruiting as a Service (HRaaS). Cybercriminals may need to recruit additional hackers to collaborate on a particular attack. As an example, a nation-state sponsoring a cybercrime operation may hire non-affiliated hackers to carry out an attack, reducing the political risk that accompanies the sponsorship of cybercrime [144] . (CH, {R, HRT}) , (27) where HR are the hacking resources that can be used for an attack while CH are the available, certificated hackers; R refers to support from the reputation system RaaS; HRT refers to the tools or platforms to recruit the reliable hackers to join the group or to participate into a cyber attack.
HR = HRaaS

CYBERCRIMINAL SERVICE ECOSYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Following the value chain model presented in Section 2, we have identified 24 key value-added services 11 related to cybercrime activities in primary and supporting roles. Using the definitions about service composition discussed above, we can combine these services, preserving their dependencies, to form the systematic framework shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the cybercrime ecosystem can be viewed as a complete cyber-threat capability supply chain. The discovered vulnerabilities from "Vulnerability Discovery" can be transformed into effective weapons by "Exploitation Development" for cyber attacks. "Resistance Operation" activities make a cyber attack more powerful and better suited to avoid detection. The "Delivery" activities represent the act of delivering cyber attack weapons to their targets. "Marketplace Support" activities create the platforms for cybercriminals to trade the gains from successful attacks, while "Reusage" activities re-purpose these gains to enable further attacks, serving as the "Benefit Realization" component in the value chain. "Human resource" activities represent human resources that support the cybercrime ecosystem. Finally, the tools and platforms to support these identified services are parts of the "Technology Support" in the value chain model. Furthermore, using this framework, we can systematically understand the hacking innovations in the cybercriminal ecosystem, including the development of these cyberciminal services, and the emerging services, like "cyberciminal service composition as a service."
Cybercriminal Service Development
Service Status.
Based on the above discussions, we follow the value-added processes to construct the cybercriminal service ecosystem framework, 12 to integrate widely scattered services into a consistent framework and to understand these services' development. As shown in Table  1 , for most identified services, we can observe many actual cases on the dark web. More importantly, as the offensive side and defensive side use similar innovations, the innovations in the context of legitimate businesses can drive the evolution of components in the cybercriminal service ecosystem. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that, even for those services that have not yet been observed as independent services, if they do not already exist, the offensive versions of legitimate defensive techniques are likely to emerge. Therefore, these identified services can be grouped into three different categories based on the their availability:
• Existing Services refers to the existing services whose business model is not expected to change significantly in a short term.
• Evolving Services refers to the services that are currently available in the dark web, in some form, but are expected to evolve into a new service model due to technological development. For example, in the cybercriminal service ecosystem, new reputation mechanisms like smart contract based on blockchain technology [79] or cyber grand challenge [9, 169] could be further developed to mitigate the uncertainty, beside existing services like Ripper.cc and Kidala.info to maintain a database of rippers [158] , or relationships based on real-world social networks [84] .
• Emerging Services refers to the services, though not observed as independent services on the dark web yet but expected to emerge, due to their specialization, the desirability of such services, and the existence of the similar innovations in legitimate businesses. Taking TSaaS as an example, given the rapid growth of the targeted cyber attack [91, 101, 146] , targets ranking based on value can spread to and prove popular in the dark web.
Service Pricing Mechanism.
For the pricing mechanism, some services, especially those providing digital goods, are generally offered with one-time fees and unlimited use. For example, the price of EaaS, which provides exploit using this license model, range from free to up to more than $250,000, depending on its exploited vulnerability. It is important to realize that the cybercrime ecosystem is constantly evolving and the pricing models and prices even more so. The prices listed in our table are intended to be representative of current prices.
Increasingly, service providers charge buyers based on outputs or require commission sharing from successful cyber attacks. One example is the Pay-per-install model [16] for PLaaS, where buyers purchase the service and pay only $0.02-$0.10 for each successful installment. Another example is REaaS in the reputation escalation markets where buyers buy "fault positive" feedback records with a very low price at $0.4-$0.7 per record. One eye-catching example of requiring commission sharing price mechanism recently is that the "GandCrab," a ransomware payload service discovered in January, 2018 offers a partner program, in which members share 40% profits with the developers [10] . Another pricing mechanism uses a subscription model that the buyer pays a membership to access provided service. One example is that the Shadow Brokers released zero-day vulnerabilities and exploits as a subscription-based service-"TheShadowBrokers Dump Service" [151] . Notably, providers may adopt various pricing models for different customers at different service prices for a given service.
Rapid Growth of Services.
Based on the presented framework, it can be expected that services with more available inputs tend to grow faster. For instance, the increasing occurrence of data breach incidents [166] will enable the growth of the PPaaS (personal profile) and DMaaS (domain knowledge) in our framework, which will further drive the development of TSaaS (target selection). With TSaaS is an input to the "weapon development" process for targeted cyber attacks, the cost for a whaling phishing will substantially drop and therefore whaling phishing attacks can scale up. Due to the advancement of target selection services, we can foresee more personalized, large-scale cyber attacks.
We can also expect that services located at crossroads of many value-added paths will grow more rapidly. One example for this is "Repackage-as-a-Service (RPaaS)." As this type of service becomes more available, it is very possible that we will experience a significant number of new malware attacks relying on repackaged payloads and new obfuscation methods. A sign for this is that repacking attacks are becoming common for mobile devices, especially for Android ecosystem [143] . More importantly, services in the framework are not isolated. They actually have already formed four reinforcing loops, including the reuse of the compromised machines, stolen tools, stolen information, and hacking experience. These loops and interactions among services enable each cyber incidence to reinforce and empower other incidences. 13 
Profitability of Cybercriminal Business: The Emergence of Composition Services
As discussed above, components for a cyber attack are offered as services that a would-be attacker can purchase on the dark web to equip themselves for an attack. To analyze the profitability of the cybercriminal business, we use the ransomware attack as an example. The price of each involving service are based on the observed instances in the dark web. For the benefit, we use the indicators from the Angler revenue reported by Cisco [28] as a baseline but make a much more conservative estimate acknowledging the defensive efforts.
• Costs of sample services. To run a ransomware attack as a business, a cybercriminal can buy BNaaS (botnet) for $999 per month, a traffic redirection protocol for $600, six servers as a part of BHaaS (bulletproof server) for $1,800 per month, access to the Neutrino exploit kit in EPaaS (exploit package) for $4,000, a ransomware payload with customer support in PLaaS (payload) for $3,000 and the traffic redirection service TRaaS to redirect victims to servers for $600 per month. To further increase the effectiveness of an attack, a cybercriminal can hire a qualified hacker from HRaaS for $2,000 per month, and employ an obfuscation service from OBaaS to repackage the exploit kit and payload for $600 per month. Finally, to reduce risk of arrest, services to monetize benefits in the wake of a cyber attack as a part of MLaaS (money laundering) can be accessed for a fee of $400 and 40% commission on processed funds.
• Example of Return on Investment (ROI). 14 For calculating benefit, we assume that 30,000 people are redirected per day, of which 10% are victims of a ransomware attack where 0.5% of victims pay a $300 ransom. Though only 450 victims (0.05% of total users redirected) will end up paying the ransom over a period of one month (30 days), this brings the cybercriminal's monthly earnings to $135,000. We can see that the Return-On-Investment (ROI), even when only a small proportion of people end up paying a ransom, is as high as 504.52%, an impressive ROI for a business. Using the reports from CSIMarket [32] for comparison, the highest industrial ROI, which is from the Tobacco industry, is only 50.63% in August 2017; in fact, this theoretical cybercrime operation would be ranked as one of the top seven best performing companies in the world in terms of ROI. If we use the numbers from the Angler revenue report, which shows that 9,515 users pay the ransom per month, a number more than 20 times larger than the 450 users dictated by our assumptions, then the ROI of this operation would reach 12,682.30%.
• Cybercriminal service composition as a service. Hence, we can conclude that combining separate services to perform a cyber attack has great value for cybercriminals. This motivates the emergence of "cybercriminal service composition as a service." In this scenario, hackers can collaborate and apply services available on multiple dark web marketplaces and combine them together to offer a "one-stop shop"-style service, which will continuously reduce the barriers to entry of cybercrime and performing complex cyber attacks. More importantly, this development would allow cybercriminals in the cybercrime ecosystem to focus on the parts of the value chain model at which they are best and provide their expertise as a service to other cybercriminals. Following this "specialization, commercialization, and cooperation" trend, cybercriminals may be skillful hackers into the cybercriminal ecosystem. Without considering its impact, the efforts to train cybersecurity workforce [37] for defensive side will also increase the cybercriminal workforce supply.
• Assigning responsibility to different actors for meaningful collaboration. There exist several challenges plaguing cybersecurity and cybersecurity policy when it comes to working together to build a safer connected world [108] : the externalities, the misaligned incentives, and the information asymmetries. These market failures call for implementation of policy to allocate responsibilities to different parties so cybersecurity can be improved in the places where economic forces disincentive it. Given the presented cybercrime ecosystem framework, we can identify which responsibilities or actions fall to which actors based on whether the actors have the capability to take the actions, including the individuals and corporations, software/hardware providers, security companies, infrastructure operators, financial systems, governments, and thirdparty threat intelligence service providers. For example, the government has an important role in combatting cybercrime, given its position to address market failures related to cybersecurity and strategies to recruit skilled individuals to the defensive side and combat incentives that drive them to join the cybercrime business should be considered. Intuitively, only emphasizing the individuals and corporations to protect themselves is not an effective policy. All these actors need to take specific responsibilities and collaborate with each other to strike the cyber threat capability supply chain. Policies to motivate them to take actions are urgently needed.
Overall, by conceptualizing the modern cyber attack business systematically, we will be able to design better strategies to combat cyber attacks. More research about how to disrupt the business of cybercrime by stymieing the development of the threat capability supply chain in the cybercrime ecosystem is needed for the security community.
